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Abstract— The scaling power of the treated water was 

estimated through an electrochemical scaling test. 

Chroamperometric curves and chronoelectrogravimetric 

curves were plotted to obtain the scaling time and the 

nucleation time of the scale deposition. The variation of the 

efficiency of the magnetic treatment was studied when the 

length of treatment, the flow velocity of the scaling water in 

the device, the material of the pipe where the scaling water 

flowed were changed. The scale removal efficiency was 

evaluated based on calcium concentration in the outlet, after 

passing through the magnetic field. Magnetic strength was 

varied between 0.1 T to 0.4 T to investigate its effect on 

scale reduction. The morphology were analyzed by field 

emission scanning electron microscope. It was found that 

magnetic field enhanced scale removal from pipe walls by 

46.7%. With respect to the increasing the magnetic field 

strength to 0.4 T, the efficiency of removal also increased to 

30%. Possible mechanisms involved in the magnetic 

treatment that affects scale reduction such as the effect of 

magneto-hydrodynamics and magnetically modified 

hydration are discussed. Magnetic technology is a simple, 

cost-effective and environmentally friendly treatment 

approach for clean water production with significant scale 

removal efficiency. 

Key words: Electrochemical Scaling Test, Magnetic Field 

Treatment, Hydration, MWT 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Conventionally, chemical treatment is applied for scale 

prevention through the use of lime and soda ash. Water 

softening with lime-soda ash converts soluble Ca2+ions into 

insoluble precipitate which is removed by coagulation-

flocculation processes (Darshan, 2006). However, these 

scale inhibiting reagents affect the solution's chemistry, are 

expensive, and can be detrimental to the environment and 

users' health. In order to avoid the adverse effects of 

chemical treatment, a non-chemical treatment is preferred as 

an alternative scale removal method. Magnetic water 

treatment (MWT) is a physical treatment that neither makes 

direct contact with water nor reacts chemically with it.  

Scale deposits by natural waters often lead to 

numerous technical and economic problems in industrial 

plants and domestic equipment by blocking the flow of 

water in pipes or limiting heat transfer in heat exchangers 

(Legrand and Leroy, 1990). From the beginning of the 

century, various chemical or physical treatments have been 

proposed to decrease scaling. As the use of scaling 

inhibitors changes the water composition, they have to be 

avoided for drinking water distribution. Therefore, physical 

treatments can be used because they do not change the 

portability of water. In particular, magnetic treatments have 

attracted much attention for over 100 years. However, their 

efficiency is still a controversial question as shown by a 

recent review by Baker and Judd (1996) and the references 

therein. Recent well-documented laboratory tests have 

shown that some magnetic devices work well by choosing 

the good working conditions as shown during the MAG3 

meeting (1999). 

MWT has been used in water treatment for 

different uses. Liburkin et al. (1986) discovered that gypsum 

particles were found to be larger and more regularly oriented 

in magnetized water compared to ordinary water. In 

addition, MWT also significantly reduced a number of 

pathogenic bacteria such as E.coli, harmful viruses, and 

algae (Newman and Watson, 1999; Ramon et al., 1987). 

Petruska and Perumpral (1978) found that magnetic field 

efficiently reduced color content, total suspended solid 

(TSS), chemical oxygen demand (COD) and turbidity in 

sewage. Furthermore, the use of magnetic device was used 

to improve the textile laundering process. It was found that 

the MWT remarkably modified the detergency  and mineral 

fouling that eventually enhanced the whiteness of cotton 

(Lipus et al., 2013). MWT was also used for plant irrigation 

to produce good quality crops with higher yield (Lin and 

Yotvat,1990). 

In the proposed system we analyze the removal of 

scale deposition on pipes by using magnetic field treatment. 

The magnetic field is used for removal of deposition. The 

efficiency of the magnetic treatment of scaling waters was 

investigated both by following the change of concentration 

of the ionic calcium at the output of the magnetic device and 

by evaluating the resulting scaling power of the treated 

water by an electrochemical test (Gabrielli et al.,1998; 

Khalil et al., 1999). Various geometry of the magnetic 

device and various experimental conditions were tested.  

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

A. Experimental design 

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the magnetic 

treatment device (MTD) in a closed circulation system. The 

MTD made of various magnetic field strengths of 0.1 T, 0.3 

T and 0.4 T. It consisted of a series of permanent magnets 

with north and south poles facing each other, and alternately 

arranged (inverted). In our trial experiments, we found that 

the inverted permanent magnets were more effective than 

the non-inverted permanent magnets for the removal of 

CaCO3, which lead in the selection of inverted permanent 

magnets in this study. With this configuration, the magnetic. 
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Fig. 1: Diagram of circulation flow system 

B. Analytical Method 

The morphology of crystal CaCO3 on pipe walls was 

analyzed by field emission scanning electron microscope 

(FESEM); model Gemini Zeiss Supra 35 VP. The samples 

were coated with gold prior to analysis. The magnifications 

of this test were 2.5 K, 5.0 K and 10.0 K. The concentrations 

of calcium in the outlet were determined by using an 

electrometric method (APHA, 2005) and calorimetrically 

measured using a HACH DR 5000 spectrophotometer. The 

percentage of scales were determined using FESEM. 

C. Statistical analysis 

All experiments were conducted in triplicate in the study. 

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was applied to 

determine the significant difference between treatments. The 

null hypothesis was rejected at 5% of significance level and 

alternative hypothesis was accepted. Experimental data were 

analyzed using SPSS version16.0.  

 
Fig. 2: Experimental arrangement for the magnetic treatment 

and the analytical and electrochemical tests of the scaling 

water. 

III. THEORY OF MAGNETIC WATER TREATMENT  

The effectiveness of magnetic water treatment in preventing 

or retarding scale build-up is strongly affected by the 

chemical properties of the water, strength and configuration 

of the magnetic field, thermodynamic properties of the water 

and fluid flow characteristics. 

A. Structure of Water And Contained Minerals —  

A molecule of water consists of one atom of oxygen and two 

atoms of hydrogen, H2O, that are joined by a chemical bond 

identified as sharing electrons (Fig. 3). This is a tight bond 

and, because of the two hydrogen atoms sharing electrons 

on one end of the molecule, the molecule possesses a 

positive charge on one end and a negative charge on the 

other, causing it to act like a small bar magnet. This is 

referred to as the dipole moment of a molecule. 

 
Fig. 3: Molecule with a dipole moment 

The dipole moment is a vector quantity and is 

responsible for one of the most important properties of 

water—its solubility. Water has been called the universal 

solvent because it can dissolve, to some extent, almost any 

inorganic and many organic substances with which it comes 

in contact. The positive portion of the water molecule 

attracts negative particles or the negative ends of other polar 

particles while the negative portion attracts positive particles 

or the positive end of other polar particles.  

B. Magnetic field —  

A magnetic field can be produced by aligning the positives 

and negatives to opposite ends of any magnetic material. 

The material used and the type of equipment utilized will 

determine the strength of the magnetic field and the 

permanency of the magnet when the magnetic metal has 

been fully saturated. Although it was once considered that 

all magnets could contain only a north and a south pole, this 

was proven to be erroneous when multipole, multifield 

single-bar magnets were developed. After considerable 

controversy, a U.S.patent was granted and issued covering 

the use of the multifield magnet. It has since been 

documented that the alternating reversing polarity of a 

single-bar magnet increases the flux density and utilizes the 

magnetic lines more effectively than a two-pole magnet. 

This effect is illustrated by the following example. The 

length: diameter ratio, L: D, of most magnetic material is 

3.5:1. Therefore, a 3/4 x 8-in. single-bar magnet is most 

effective when it contains six poles producing three separate 

high flux density fields. 

C. Effect of Magnetic Field —  

The molecules of a substance may be classified as either 

polar or nonpolar. A nonpolar molecule is one in which the 

center of gravity of the positive nuclei and the electrons 

coincide, while a polar molecule is one in which they do not. 

Symmetrical molecules, such as H2, N2 and O2, are nonpolar 

while molecules such as H2O and N2O are polar. Under the 

influence of a magnetic field, the charges of a nonpolar 

molecule become displaced (Fig. 4). These molecules 

become polarized by the magnetic field and are called 

induced dipoles. When a nonpolar molecule becomes 

polarized, restoring forces come into play on the displaced 

charges, pulling them together much as if they were 

connected by a spring. Under the influence of a given 

magnetic field, the charges separate until the restoring force 
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is equal and opposite to the force exerted on the charges by 

the field. These restoring forces vary in magnitude from one 

kind of molecule to another with proportionate differences in 

the displacement produced by a given field. 

When water is passed through a magnetic field, several 

conditions are important in achieving the desired effects: 

 The water path must be perpendicular to the magnetic 

lines of force. Cutting the lines at 90° is known as the 

shear force. 

 Water should first cut the south magnetic lines and then 

proceed to break wider and denser alternating reversing 

polarity lines, until exiting the magnetic chamber 

through the single North Pole flux path. 

 The capacity of a magnetic conditioner can be 

determined by the gauss strength, flux density, area 

surface of the exposure of the number of fields and the 

distance between alternating poles. 

 Water must be under pressure and moving with the least 

amount of turbulence possible, just before entering and 

during its travel through the magnetic fields. 

D. Scale morphology 

A small amount of deposited scales was taken from the pipe 

walls prior to the commencement of the experiment and was 

analyzed using FESEM.  The sample consists of a mixture 

of square and hexagonal shaped crystals characterized as 

calcite, which is very hard to remove as it attached strongly 

on pipe walls. 

E. Effect of magnetic field 

Fig. 4 presents the effect of magnetic field on Ca2+ 

concentrations at the outlet, after the sample passes through 

the magnetic device of 0.1 T magnetic field. Magnetized 

samples recorded a higher concentration of Ca2+compared to 

unmagnified samples, s showed a significant difference with 

P < 0.05 using ANOVA test. Fig. 5 exhibits the percentage 

of CaCO3 found on pipe walls after exposure to varying 

magnetic field strengths of 0.1 T, 0.3 T and 0.4 T The 

percentage of CaCO3 corresponding to each device was 

15.3%,10.6% and 8.5%. Fig. 5 shows that pipes with 

attachment of 0.4 T magnet device contained less CaCO3 

compared with 0.3 T and 0.1 T magnet devices. The scale 

deposition was considerably reduced at higher magnetic 

field strength. A significant removal of CaCO3 was also 

observed at the higher magnetic field strength of 0.4 T, with 

reduction percentage of 30%. 

 
Fig. 4: Effect of  magentic field of concetration of calcium 

 

 
Fig. 5: working of proposed system  

IV. DESIGN & RESULT  

A. Effect of magnetic field and possible mechanism 

The present research mostly focused on scale removal using 

synthetic pure carbonate solution. This study presented 

reproducible results on a laboratory scale and a significant 

contribution in revealing the efficiency of magnetic 

treatment using pipe walls with scale deposition. It is 

suggested that magneto-hydrodynamic 

(MHD) and magnetically modified hydration of 

ions and solid surfaces are the two mechanisms involved in 

magnetized water treatment. MHD depends on the flow of 

treated solution and can induce currents in a moving 

conductive fluid, which in turn creates force on the fluid and 

changes the magnetic field itself (Busch et al., 1996). The 

particles in the solution gained kinetic energy to some extent 

and led to breakdown of the bonds in the molecules, 

subsequently the particles split and the physico-chemical 

properties of the solution are changed. The freely moving 

particles collide with each other at a higher rate. A high 

collision process attracts the particles more closely as the 

electrostatic repulsive forces have less effect on them. Thus, 

more particles are precipitated together. 

 
Fig. 5: The effect of magnetic field strength on the 

concentration of calcium ions, Ca2+ of inverted magnet 

devices in 1.5 mL/s. 

In the mechanism of magneto-hydrodynamic 

(MHD), the Lorentz force is important to generate MHD 

effects. It showed the effects of the dynamic magnetic 

treatment as the consequences of the action from the Lorentz 

force. Lorentz force is generated when charged particles 
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moving through the magnetic field. The magnitude of this 

force is defined as follows: 

sin
L

F q v B qvB       (1) 

Where, FL is the Lorentz force, q is the quantity of 

charged species, v is the velocity of particles, B is the 

magnetic field, and q is the angle between v and B vectors. 

This force increases linearly with particle charge, particle 

velocity and the orthogonal vector component of magnetic 

field. Lorentz force has been associated with several 

phenomena such as dissolution-enhancement, crystallization 

nuclei formation, stabilization of coordinated water and 

double layer distortion (Baker and Judd, 1996). Lipus et al. 

(2001) presented numerical results based on electric double-

layer theory which emphasized on surface neutralization that 

leads to coagulation. The magnetic field neutralized the 

surface of particles and causes shifting of ions from the bulk 

solution towards the particle surface, which can affect 

crystallization and aggregation processes (Kozic and Lipus, 

2003; Radenci and Naselje, 2003). Therefore, this 

phenomenon accelerates the coagulation of scale forming 

particles during and after MWT.  

Scale prevention is effectively performed in the 

presence of magnetic treatment that has the potential to 

reduce deposition on a solid surface and promote 

crystallization. Transformation into a modified larger crystal 

of aragonite was observed at the end of magnetic treatment. 

The FESEM image of scales revealed the morphology of 

large size needle-like crystals (aragonite) at the end of 

magnetized treatment period (Fig. 6) compared to the small 

size hexagonal shaped crystals (Fig. 2). The elemental 

composition of CaCO3 was reduced in the highest magnetic 

strength of magnetized treated samples as shown in Fig. 5. 

The lower content of CaCO3 possibly explained the higher 

removal of scale. The observation of the magnetic treatment 

showed the change from hard scales (calcite) to aragonite 

with low adhesive properties on pipe walls. Similar findings 

were reported by Knez and Pohar (2005). They stated that 

magnetic field promotes precipitation of aragonite 

polymorph and observed that the crystal shape of CaCO3 

completely from hexagonal crystal calcite to needle-like 

aragonite. 

Many studies have reported factors that enhanced 

the effect of magnetic field on scale formation in water 

treatment. For example, magnetic field strength, magnetic 

induction, flow rate of solution, orientation of magnets, 

temperature, pH and the impurities present in the treatment 

systems (Gabrielli et al., 2001; Kobe et al., 2001; Lipus et 

al., 2001; Parsons et al., 1997b; Saksono et al., 2009). 

In earlier studies, some researchers have used the 

principal operational conditions for MTD as follows: the 

fluid flow must be orthogonal with respect to the direction of 

magnetic field, minimum magnetic field strength of 500 mT 

is applied, relatively high flow rates (corresponding to 

velocities of 0.5e2 m/s) and a longer residence time is 

necessary, hence re-circulating systems is preferred (Kobe et 

al., 2002; Lipus et al., 2001). Sohaili (2003) confirmed that 

circulation system maximized the exposure time of the 

water sample to the magnetic field and can increase the 

efficiency of the treatment system compared to static 

treatment system. Thereby, the application of magnetic field 

with suitable operational conditions and magnetic strength 

allow the system to perform scale removal at an optimum 

rate. 

B. Scale Removal and Water Purification 

This study has confirmed the effect of magnetic treatment on 

scale removal through laboratory experiments. A 

significantly higher Ca2+ ion concentration of at the outlet 

samples of magnetized treatment compared to un 

magnetized treatment was observed. The application of 

magnetic treatment revealed its ability for scale removal 

from pipe walls. Several studies have discussed the 

feasibility of MWT and support the application of this 

technology. 

For instance, Gabrielli et al. (2001) investigated the 

efficiency of magnetic treatment of scaling water by using 

synthetic pure carbonate solution and a home-made 

magnetic device. 

Saksono et al. (2009) studied the effect of magnetic 

field on CaCO3 precipitation and observed a high 

precipitation at high CaCO3 super-saturated condition at pH 

of 8.5. Alimi et al. (2007) examined in an increase of 

precipitation by using magnetic fields with different pipe 

materials. Furthermore, magnetic field was found to reduce 

99% of water hardness by using weak magnets (Banejad and 

Abdosalehi, 2009). 

Moreover, in this study, the efficiency of scale 

removal is further enhanced by 30% using a higher magnetic 

strength of 0.4 T. Gehret al. (1995) found that two minutes 

of magnetic treatment decreased the dissolved calcium 

concentration from a high hardness water by 10% under a 

very strong magnetic field (47,500 G) generated by a 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer. Sohaili (2003) 

investigated the effects of varying magnetic strength ranging 

from 0.1 T to 0.6 T and found that 0.55 T had a high 

removal efficiency for suspended solids and suggested it as 

the optimum magnetic strength. At high magnetic strength, 

plausibly the calcium particles have greater ionic charge and 

more energy for the charged particles to vibrate. The rate of 

collision between the particles increases and creates a 

magnetic attraction between oppositely charged particles. 

The attracted particles eventually agglomerated and the hard 

scale could be easily removed from the pipe walls. 

However, there should be an amenable range of magnetic 

strength to be installed in the treatment device and it is 

recommended to be between 0.4 T and 0.55 T. 

The potable and water purification systems have 

met numerous environmental and economic challenges. The 

urge for water demand associated with the current water 

treatment facilities highlight the importance for 

economically and environmentally sustainable water 

treatment technologies (Kjaerheim, 2005). This study 

focused on the perspective of clean water production using 

magnetic technology. To date, lack of information is 

available on this and this study has provided a 

comprehensive discussion on the application of MWT for 

scale removal. The implication of blocked pipe because of 

scale deposition on walls that resulted in high calcium 

concentrations in the drinking water that are detrimental to 

users' health. The World Health Organization (WHO) 

emphasized the impact of high calcium concentration in the 

water, such as milk alkali syndrome, hypocalcaemia and 

effect on iron absorption in human. Besides that, scale 
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deposition reduces the water flow through the narrow pipes 

and limits heat transfer in a heat exchanger. This results in 

high consumption of energy and poor thermal conduction. 

The use of scale inhibiting agent is prevalent, 

however, it causes environmental impacts during both 

application and disposal. Thus, MWT has an eminent role in 

water purification for scale removal where it produces clean 

water with an acceptable quality for drinking. This approach 

also considerably saves the high cost of cleaning or 

repairing of pipes damaged by the scale deposition. It is 

interesting that the present work has highlighted the benefits 

of MWT for clean water production prior distribution to the 

entities. The cognitive for clean water production is 

necessary for quality water supply to cater the world 

population needs for drinking or in other water distribution 

systems. 

 
Fig. 6: Magnetic water treatment unit 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The efficiency of MWT was investigated by using designed 

magnet devices installed with scale deposited pipe walls and 

the findings presented a significant removal CaCO3.The 

reduced CaCO3 percentages on the pipe walls after 

magnetized treatment showed an increase in crystalline 

aragonite that led to water softening as there was less 

calcium to form the hardness. 

The present study indicates MWT as one of the 

promising techniques for the water purification industry. 

Magnetic technology for scale removal from pipe walls has 

a significant role to play in scale prevention. Magnetic field 

with a high magnetic strength is an important controlling 

factor that influences the quality of treated water. As the 

magnetic field strength was increased from 0.1 T to 0.4 T, 

the concentration of Ca2+ at the outlet also increased from 

8% to 15%.Magneto-hydrodynamics associated with 

Lorentz force and magnetically modified hydration effects 

are the proposed mechanisms involved in CaCO3 removal. 

Reduction of scales on pipe walls with the assistance of 

MWT in the present study could contribute to the 

sustainability of water resources by limiting the use of 

chemical scale inhibiting reagents and reduce the cost of the 

hard scale removal. Moreover, the economic cost for the 

installation of the magnets at water distribution systems 

conceivably overcome the high cost to clean-up and repair 

the damaged pipes caused by scale deposition. Therefore, 

advancements in MWT are providing new opportunities to 

develop a simple, cost-effective and environmentally 

friendly water treatment technology for a wide application. 

Based on the advantages for clean water production, this 

technology is a reliable, beneficial and feasible treatment 

option. MWT could be integrated with chemical treatment to 

improve the present water purification systems.  
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